
SP Rec. No Recommendation PHG response Proposed actions Officers responsible Deadline SP comments
1 Improve the repair reporting service to make it a complete online service where 

customers can choose appointments and track the progress of their repair
This functionality will become available as part of the implementation of the 
customer application which is envisaged will be completed by the end of January 
2017. The functionality from the customer application will be mirrored into the 
website.

The specification for the customer application already incorporates the requests 
identified and will be implemented as part of the customer self service application. 
This functionality will then be presented on the website.

Head of Business Innovation January 2017. 

2 Consider one point of contact for online repairs reporting. Customers can be 
informed by PHG who will undertake the work (caretaker or repairs team).

Due to the internal workflows,  currently we have to maintain separate reporting 
streams for the two services i.e. repairs reports submit to the Repairs Team email 
address (repairshotline@) and caretaker reports go to the Progress Connect email 
address (enquiries@) for processing. The website form builder does not offer 
conditional logic functionality to post to different email addresses based on 
selection by the customer therefore necessitates two forms to facilitate workflows 
to multiple teams.  

Once the customer app goes live and systems are integrated into the website, both 
the pictorial interface and more streamlined reporting will be available.  We can, 
however, look at improving the signposting in the interim and adding a more 
sophisticated diagnostic element to the form. 

Digital Marketing Manager March 2017.

3 Consider reinstating the pictorial repair reporting function to the website. The decision to remove pictorial repair reporting was for a number of reasons.
- Feedback from tenants was that it was a convoluted process that proceeded over 
too many screens – the new interface offers a more simplified, one step process 
with far less options. Benchmarking was conducted with other sector leaders such 
as Bromford, Halton and PFP.

- The pictorial interface was not optimised for mobile and used iframes which 
prevented it working on mobile devices and offered poor user experience. 

- VFM – Housecall (pictorial repairs locator) averaged at a cost of approx. £3.50 
per repair report; the replacement form costs 0p per report enabling us to invest 
money in other development on the site

The current form is a short-term implementation whilst the customer facing 
element of our new system is being developed. The new system will look to be as 
user friendly as possible and these comments will be used to ensure it reflects the 
needs of customers. 

Digital Marketing Manager COMPLETE The Pool would like to see the pictorial function when implemented onto the 
website.

4 The following terms used on the website are not customer friendly
• Sub navigation 
• Required fields.Replace these with more customer friendly terms. For example 
'information required'. See example of sub navigation menu: 
http://www.stockporthomes.org/my-home/my-rent/

In order to retitle ‘sub-nav’ where it appears across the website, we would be 
required to employ the services of an external supplier. The recommendation is 
that further consultation with tenants is undertaken to establish ROI and VFM.

‘Required field’ with an asterix is the industry standard (and Microsoft standard) 
term for indicating advisory text on mandatory fields in form. On the forms, if the 
required field is not completed, an advisory message displays to indicate more 
detail of what is required.

In addition, in order to retitle ‘Required fields’ where it appears across the website 
forms, we would be required to employ the services of an external supplier. The 
recommendation that further consultation with tenants is undertaken to establish 
ROI and VFM.

Panel to advise whether further consultation to be completed; costings to be 
obtained.

For forms, it is proposed that additional explanatory text is placed at the beginning 
of forms to explain more explicitly that where ‘Required field’ is indicated, 
mandatory information is required. 

Digital Marketing Manager March 2017.

5 Review the general needs Rent and Service Charge page to make it simpler 
(following the supported living page).

Agree we will look at this following previous comments in this area To review the information contained on the website in partnership with customers 
to ensure it is clear to understand. 

Neighbourhood Manager January 2017. 

6 Make it clear that the chat function connects you to a real person. For example on 
the header it might say 'chat to a team member now' or ‘’chat to a real person, 
here’. In Street Talk and Progress People run a feature on the chat function and 
the staff who operate it.

Agree Staff will look to change the wording and continually work with our digital marketing 
team to introduce further devlopements of the live web chat. Will include an article 
in StreetTalk to promote the feature to try to maximise usage. 

Head of Progress Connect January 2017. 
The wording has now been changed to say– chat to us online now.  Also, if you 
are on the website for a minute and don’t do anything the web-chat automatically 
pops up to say an advisor is online now – how can we help. Article to feature in 
the Winter edition of StreetTalk. 

7 Enable customers to choose their ‘preferred method of contact’ on the online 
forms and don’t make the e-mail field mandatory unless it is an absolute 
requirement.

Preferred contact is captured on some but not all forms; email is mandatory on 
some but not all of form. 

Forms have been designed locally by Heads of Service based on their own 
processes, requirements and experience of end users, which is why there is 
variation on the fields. 

 Undertake a review of all forms on the site with ‘form owners’ and add ‘preferred 
method of contact’ and remove mandatory requirement for email address where 
not essential. Review all forms for consistent user experience. 

Digital Marketing Manager March 2017.

8 Consider making use of visual guides to explain how to use online services. Budget has been requested for 16/17 to produce short animation to demo 
transactional functionality  for GN; I understand Andrea Richardson is producing 
videos for SL tenants and these will be added to the website once available. 

 Production of videos for transactional functionality (online services) e.g. pay rent, 
report a repair, report an issue, register for an account, manage an account subject 
to budget.

Digital Marketing Manager  October 2017.

9 Make it clear what the search button is. We have attached links to examples of 
this from Bromford and Stockport homes.

The ‘magnifying glass’ is industry standard iconography to indicate search, for 
example, Facebook, GoogleMail, BBC. However, signposting to the search 
functionality isn’t particularly clear on our website and could be improved.  

In terms of in-house dev, we are limited by the original design but we will explore 
ways to improve signposting to the search bar. In addition, triggers have now been 
added to live web chat to prompt the visitor to contact us for help if they are 
struggling to locate information. 

To significantly improve signposting,  we will be required to employ the services of 
an external supplier.  As this requirement may result in a significant redesign of the 
template with associated development costs, it is recommended that it is done in 
consultation with tenants for VFM/ROI reasons.  

Explore ways in-house of improving signposting to the search bar. In addition, we 
are developing an in-house Contact123 solution which offers user centric 
funnelling of enquiries and improves signposting to specific information/contact 
pathways for most frequent enquiries.

Example Contact123:  https://contactus.sky.com/uk Demo site for PHG: 
http://phgcontactdemo.azurewebsites.net/

Digital Marketing Manager March 2017.
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